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Question No : 1  

Which of the following Big Data environments are supported by Guardium?  

 

A. MongoDB, Cassandra, Exadata, BigInsights  

 

B. Cloudera, BigInsights, Cassandra, MongoDB  

 

C. Hadoop, CouchDB, PostgreSQL, Cloudera  

 

D. Cloudera, MongoDB. Netezza, VSAM  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 2  

Which of the following actions is NOT a known benefit of using correlation alerts?  

 

A. Real time database traffic analysis and security policy inspection.  

 

B. Monitoring database usage and pinpointing suspicious activity.  

 

C. Automatically alerting users when established behavioral baselines are exceeded.  

 

D. Saving time in alerting and analyzing versus manually doing so.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 3  

The query builder contains all of the following panes except for:  

 

A. The Entity List.  

 

B. The Query Fields.  

 

C. The Query ID Selector.  

 

D. The Query Conditions.  

 

Answer: C  
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Question No : 4  

What are the different types of rules available to be used with Guardium policies?  

 

A. Access, Data Throughput and Privileged Transactions.  

 

B. Extrusion, Exception and Analysis.  

 

C. Data Morphing, SOX-compliant, Extrusion and Data Throughput.  

 

D. Access, Extrusion and Exception.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 5 

What is CAS?  

 

A. An agent installed on the database server that reports to the collector whenever a monitored entity, 

such as a file, environment variable or script output has changed.  

 

B. An agent installed on the database server that reports to the collector whenever a monitored 

database's version has changed through upgrades or patch installs.  

 

C. An optional agent installed on the collector that monitors the database server for entity changes.  

 

D. An agent that acts as the main component of the Central Audit System.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 6  

What is Guardium's Database Protection Subscription Service?  

 

A. A service that may be purchased separately in order to enable Guardium to safe guard database 

management systems other than Sybase AES.  

 

B. A subscription to the latest updates for the various Guardium product components.  

 

C. An additional package required for the vulnerability andthreat management solutions to integrate with 

CAS.  

 

D. A service that provides the Guardium instance with quarterly updates to its built-in assessment tests, 

so the assessment is up-to-date with industry best practices and new vulnerabilities.  
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Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 7  

What are the four types of tests that can be used in a Guardium vulnerability assessment?  

 

A. User defined, observed behavioral, database configuration and server configuration.  

 

B. Predefined, subscription-based, observed behavioral and configuration vulnerability.  

 

C. OS-level, native, special and external.  

 

D. OS-level, kernel, special and external.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 8 

Which of the following logging actions will not log the full SQL and parameter values?  

 

A. Log Full Details.  

 

B. Audit Only.  

 

C. Log Full Details with Values.  

 

D. Log Full Details per Session.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 9  

A database known to contain the medical records of a foreign head of state is accessed at 1:30 AM. No 

security mechanism is installed and so this highly sensitive information is leaked to the media. Could this 

breach have been detected by running a Guardium vulnerability assessment without creating any custom 

assessment tests?  

 

A. No, this type of test is not included with Guardium.  

 

B. Yes, but only if the appliance includes Guardium's Database Protection Subscription service.  

 

C. Yes, after hours login detection is one of the standard behavioral vulnerability tests included with 

Guardium.  
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D. Yes, however this particular test is only available for IBM DB2 and Informix servers.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 10  

Which termination mechanism is most suitable for monitoring privileged users where preventingdata leaks 

is much more important than latency?  

 

A. S-GATE Terminate.  

 

B. S-TAP Terminate.  

 

C. Both S-TAP and S-GATE Terminate.  

 

D. RESET.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 11  

Which of the following statements is true about queries and reports in Guardium?  

 

A. A query can only be used to create one report.  

 

B. A query can be used to create many reports.  

 

C. A report can be based on the combination of multiple queries.  

 

D. A query can only be used to create either a tabular or a chart style report, but not both.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 12  

In a Guardium environment where data servers can talk to the collector, what is the relationshipbetween 

the S-TAP and the collector appliance?  

 

A. There is no relationship since the S-TAP and the collector are incompatible Guardium entities.  

 

B. The S-TAP reports database activity to the collector for policy management and auditing.  

 

C. A collector can only interact with one S-TAP for policy management and auditing.  
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D. The collector sends the S-TAP information about its policies so it knows what traffic to intercept.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 13  

What is the purpose of Guardium's Application Events API?  

 

A. Adding application event data, such as user ID, event type and number, to the SQL statements 

executed between an API no-op call and its release signal.  

 

B. Being part of the pattern matching engine that evaluates statements for membership in a specific 

security policy.  

 

C. Enabling non-supported database engines to be used with Guardium.  

 

D. The Application Events API is used to increase the speed at which Guardium processes statements.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 14  

Guardium can work on heterogeneous environments, therefore, which architectures aresupported by an 

S-TAP agent?  

 

A. Windows, Linux, Android, zOS  

 

B. Windows, Unix, Linux,Mac  

 

C. Linux, zOS, jSeries, Windows  

 

D. iSeries, Linux, zOS, Windows  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 15  

Which of the following is not a valid termination action for an extrusion rule?  

 

A. Termination actions are not available for extrusion rules.  

 

B. S-TAP Terminate.  
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